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Earlier this year, the outlook for the midterm elections seemed almost certain - Republicans looked very likely 
to win both the House and Senate. At mid-year, prediction markets implied around a 10% chance that Demo-
crats would keep both chambers of Congress. Now, prediction markets imply a 70% probability that Democrats 
hold the Senate and around a 25% chance that they keep the House.

While polls suggest the political environment for Democrats has improved, there are still reasons to expect 
Republicans will take the majority. 

First, while Democrats lead the generic ballot poll, the lead is much smaller than the 7.3% lead they held before 
the 2020 election, which resulted in the small majority they now hold. While the polling error that year was 
unusually large, in elections back to 1996, generic ballot polling has overestimated the Democratic popular 
vote share by around 2%. The current Democratic polling advantage of only 1% would mean that Republicans, 
not Democrats, would be favored to win the popular vote in the House if the polls this year are off  as much as 
usual. 

Second, the turnout picture still favors Republicans and might become better refl ected in polling over the next 
several weeks. This is when most polls are likely to shift from a sample of registered voters to likely voters and 
the share of undecided voters is likely to decline. Over the last four midterms, the President’s party’s generic 
ballot performance has consistently worsened, by an average of nearly 3%, as this shift occurs.

Third, Democrats face structural hurdles that could be harder to overcome. Most importantly, their current 
5-seat margin is among the smallest in post-war history, and the President’s party has lost at least these many 
seats in all but three elections back to 1950. Nearly 40 Democratic incumbents have also announced that they 
will not seek reelection to the House, leaving open more than a dozen seats in competitive districts. 

Implications
The election outcome will impact fi scal policy more than any other area. This is mainly because most other pol-
icy areas require 60 votes (and therefore bipartisan support) even in a Democratic-majority Senate, while fi scal 
policy measures can pass via the reconciliation process, with only a simple majority in both chambers. 

Under a Republican House with a Democratic Senate, fi scal policy is expected to be mostly reactive, with action 
on government funding and renewing various expiring policies. This would be most like the 2011-2014 period, 
when Republicans controlled the House while Democrats held the Senate and White House. Fiscal deadlines 
(e.g., the debt limit debates of 2011 and 2013) and expiring provisions (e.g., the “fi scal cliff ”) drove most of the 
policy action during that period. 

If Republicans win a Senate majority in addition to the House, the situation would be mostly the same, but the 
potential for legislative activity might increase slightly. With control of both chambers, Republicans could use 
the reconciliation process to get fi scal policies to the President’s desk, though he would likely veto them. This 
would be closest to the 1995-2000 and 2015-2016 periods, when Republicans controlled both chambers with 
a Democrat in the White House. The fi rst of those periods was marked by Republican attempts to cut spending 
that led to a government shutdown and debt limit uncertainty and ultimately to bipartisan agreements to cut 
spending and taxes. 

Whether Republicans control one or both chambers, no major changes in spending are expected. During 
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periods of divided government, Congress has, on average, passed legislation that slightly reduces domestic 
and defense spending. Revenues vary more by party control, but divided government has on average produced 
modest tax cuts.

Under a Recession Scenario
A recession would boost the odds that divided government—whether a split or Republican-majority Con-
gress—would take more substantial fi scal policy actions. In that scenario it is expected that the fi scal response 
will be limited given concerns that fi scal easing could stoke infl ation. 

In the past, Republicans have focused on business investment incentives as a means of countercyclical fi scal 
support. However, as the 2017 tax law already allows for full expensing of business equipment investment, it is 
unclear what policy options Republicans might look to implement. 

By contrast, if Democrats manage to retain a House majority, it is expected that other pieces of President 
Biden’s fi scal proposals from 2021 would become law. Congress enacted only a fraction of the spending and 
tax increases that President Biden proposed in 2021. While it never seemed likely that all would become law, 
Democrats would likely try to pass some of them. 

On the spending side, Democrats would likely try to reinstate the expanded child tax credit and provide ad-
ditional health coverage. On the tax side, the recent fi scal package included three of the President’s main tax 
proposals: a minimum tax on corporate book earnings, a 1% tax on corporate stock repurchases, and an in-
crease in IRS enforcement funding. Proposals to raise the top tax rates on corporate, capital gains, or individual 
income, and other international corporate tax provisions were left on the table. It seems likely that congressio-
nal Democrats will consider some of these if they control the House and Senate next year. 

While a Republican-majority or divided Congress might pass a limited fi scal package in the event of a reces-
sion, a Democratic-majority Congress would likely pass a larger package that would lean more heavily on fi scal 
transfers and aid to state governments. A Republican House (and possibly Senate) might seek to block certain 
Biden Administration policy moves—particularly with regard to regulation—through the appropriations pro-
cess. 

The debt limit is a potentially bigger risk. The most disruptive debt limit debate was arguably in 2011. Given 
the rise in federal debt since the pandemic, a divided Congress might have a similarly diffi  cult time raising the 
limit when it becomes necessary later in 2023. However, if Republicans win the House majority there is a good 
chance Congress could raise the debt limit later this year after the election. While this would require at least 10 
Senate Republicans to vote with Democrats to do so, this seems possible as Republicans might prefer not to 
have responsibility for the issue next year, while the White House would prefer to address it while Democrats 
still control the agenda rather than having to make concessions next year. 
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